Abstract-Considering the substantial population affected by some form of color-vision deficiency (CVD), reliable traffic control signal head light detection is an important problem for driver-assistance systems. While a large number of technologies can be used to localize traffic lights, without drastic changes in infrastructure, only visual information can be used in identifying the status of the light. In addition, traffic light detection is not currently integrated into any driver-assistance systems, making driving for individuals with CVD (where permitted) dangerous to other drivers, pedestrians, and themselves. This paper presents a robust, traffic-standards-based, and computationally efficient method for detecting the status of the traffic lights without relying on Global Positioning System, lidar, radar information, or prior 
I. INTRODUCTION
A substantial population of the world is affected by some form of color-vision deficiency (CVD) [1] ("color blindness"), with approximately 8% of men and 0.5% of women with Northern European ancestry affected by either protanopia or deuteranopia-the most common types of red-green color blindness.
Due to the dangers of color-blind users not being able to recognize common red-green traffic control signal lights, a movement to exclude certain individuals from the transportation industry was started [2] in the mid-1980s. In the USSR, for example, color-blind users were prohibited from driving commercial vehicles; as of 1999, Russian law prohibits individuals with red-green color blindness from obtaining a driver's license even for driving personal vehicles, as color blindness is considered a disability that may pose a risk to others if the individual were legally allowed to drive. Currently, there are a number of countries that either prohibit or restrict color-blind individuals from operating a vehicle, as no strict standards for traffic light colors or installations exist in those locales.
Color test plates, such as the ones devised by Dr. Shinobu Ishihara (illustrated in Fig. 1 ), are used to disqualify those affected by color blindness from certain occupations.
In the U.S., the traffic signal light standards were revised in 2005 [3] , [4] to accommodate color-blind individuals by shifting the "green" light color limits toward blue; European standards have yet to accommodate color-blind individuals, remaining virtually the same since their inception and making it much more difficult for color-blind individuals to distinguish between the traffic signal light colors. Some municipalities have introduced varying light shapes to aid the color-blind drivers, but a large-scale implementation of these changes would require strict standardization and a significant investment in new infrastructure.
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Some dangerous light configurations are as follows:
1) Tipperary Hill in Syracuse, New York, where the red and green colors are "flipped;" 2) traffic lights in Izhevsk, Russia, that are installed "incorrectly," with green lights being positioned on the left; 3) large traffic lights that are mounted horizontally with many arrow indicators (or round indicators); 4) traffic lights with two "red" lights on top that are sometimes used in Europe at seasonal railway crossings.
A. Traffic Light Detection
Current traffic light detection methods are divided into the following three categories.
1) GPS or map-based systems require the integration of GPS
or some type of preloaded map with an onboard vehicle camera. Coupled with a map, the GPS receiver pinpoints the location of the vehicle in relation to traffic intersections. Regions of interest can either be dynamically resolved based on the scene or manually specified for each intersection (the latter approach is more common with these types of systems). These methods, while robust, are very limited in their scope of use. Any deviation from a set predriven course would result in the failure of this system. 2) Image-based methods are methods that only use the image sensor for the detection of traffic lights. Traffic light positions are determined either by observing the traffic signal head installations and localizing the light positions with respect to the signal head or the positions are inferred from detecting the colored lights themselves. These types of algorithms are very efficient, although current state-of-the-art algorithms are not very robust. 3) Infrastructure modifications are proposed by a number of vehicle manufacturers to enable communication between the vehicle and the surrounding infrastructure (i.e., traffic lights) [5] - [7] . This, however, requires an overhaul of the current Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) and invehicle technologies and is unlikely to be implemented by even the most progressive municipalities.
Two of the most popular approaches are discussed in the following.
GPS or Map-Based Systems:
A number of sensor-fusionbased approaches are suggested for detecting traffic lights and the associated traffic light signals (where a number of sensors are integrated to provide a more complete picture of what is happening around the target vehicle).
In [8] , Google introduced a method in which a specific street is predriven, video is captured, and the regions of interest are manually defined (by a live system operator). Using an onboard camera positioned inside the vehicle during the second run, it is possible to reliably detect circular and arrow traffic lights. This process, however robust, is extremely tedious, and, as previously mentioned, any deviation from the predriven course (or failure of one individual component, such as GPS or the map database) would result in a system failure. A similar approach on a much smaller scale is proposed in [9] . Here, GPS data are combined with the location of the intersections and predefined regions of interest at every intersection. Other algorithms that use map data in conjunction with an onboard camera are discussed in [10] - [12] , with the POVA system outlined in [11] and [12] using multiple vehicles for determining the traffic light status at different intersections, by adding the light status reports into a mathematical model of the traffic control system fabric in a large-scale urban environment.
As previously stated, these methods involve a significant man-hours investment: courses have to be predefined on a map and predriven, and the appropriate regions of interest have to be marked by hand at each relevant intersection.
Image-Based Methods: Most of the surveyed methods using image-based traffic light detection are either not sufficient for the intended application (i.e., a large number of misses, detection of circular regions only-without support of bad image captures [13] ), no fail-safe mechanisms, or tailoring to a specific locale [i.e., the yellow or white borders around the traffic lights, as seen in the European Union (EU) and some Commonwealth of Independent States or Asian countries [14] - [18] . Only a select few of the surveyed methods implement arrow detection [19] .
More robust algorithms use processor-intensive operations (training sets, Hidden Markov models, or other learning processes) [20] - [22] . The prohibitive computational complexity of these algorithms precludes them from being viable candidates for implementation on an embedded platform. Fuzzy logic and combined sequential detection rules yielded the best performance-based results in [23] , as applicable to nighttime detection scenarios.
Surprisingly, very few devices to assist color-blind users are presented. One of the devices is a driver-assistance system that detects lights with 81%-90% accuracy and is heavily dependent on the positioning within the user's vehicle for proper detection of traffic lights [24] . Another device for visually impaired people is introduced in [25] , one of the features of which is pedestrian traffic light detection, although the approach is simplistic, uses no fail-safe or correction mechanisms, and is prone to failures (undetected lights).
II. DISCUSSION OF STANDARDS AND COLOR

A. TCSH Standard Light Colors
In the U.S. and the EU, strict standards exist for traffic control signal head (TCSH) manufacturers, which set the requirements on luminous intensity, observation angle, and the chromaticity of "red," "green," and "amber" ("yellow") traffic signal lights. The Vehicle Traffic Control Signal Heads Standard (VTCSH-STD) was developed in 1985 [26] by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) in the U.S., with major revisions occurring in 1998 [27] and 2005 [3] . In the EU, the standard for traffic signal control heads is developed by the British Standards Institute (BSI) and is known as EN12368, with revisions in 2000 [28] and 2006 [29] . Although closely aligned, these standards have slight variations, particularly with respect to green signal lights (more relaxed guidelines for EU). An annotated graph of the CIE 1931 spectrum is shown in Fig. 2 , where both the EU and U.S. standards are shown. [3] provided updated requirements on the chromaticity and luminous intensity of standard traffic lights installed in the U.S. In particular, these changes addressed the color-blind community by shifting the green light chromaticity region toward blue [4] . A number of other changes were made to amber and red TCSH lights as well (not shown in the diagram).
Tables I and II contain the coordinates of all the color regions, calculated for both ITE VTCSH-STD and BSI EN12368, respectively. The "x" and "y" normalized CIE chromaticity values are used to represent color in the absence of the brightness component [30] and are computed using (1) . The original color boundary equations for both standards are shown in Table III . Equation (1) is
EU specifications-contained in BSI EN12368:2000 and updated in BSI EN12368:2006 to reflect the use of LED lights-have much more relaxed guidelines for the green signal lights when compared with similar ITE standards. In particular, a large portion of the green range in the BSI standard falls into the region imperceptible to individuals with red-green color blindness, as shown in Fig. 2 . Pseudoisochromatic lines represent lines, along which different colors seem the same to colorblind individuals [31] , [32] . The corresponding chromaticity coordinates are given in Table II .
B. Y UV Colorspace
Since most camera systems can natively capture in Y UV, the algorithm performs most of the vision processing within 
where CIE color matching functions are represented byā(λ) (x(λ),ȳ(λ), andz(λ), respectively), and I(λ) represents the spectral power distribution of the wavelength λ (in nanometers). A represents X, Y , and Z, respectively. The resulting table of Y UV region limits (in addition to corresponding wavelengths) is given in Table IV and illustrated in Fig. 3 .
III. SYSTEM DESIGN
The flowchart for the proposed method is given in Fig. 4 , whereas the assertion flowchart is shown in Fig. 15 . Camera setup is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The driver-side camera captures frames used for processing, whereas the passenger-side camera serves as the "control" when traffic conditions have to be verified afterward. Both cameras are frame synchronized. Sample captures are shown in Fig. 5(b) and (c). 
A. Initial TCSH Light Identification
Standards-Based Soft Filtering: Standards-based color thresholds (UV components) are used for initial soft filtering of the image. The thresholds are relaxed from those given in Fig. 3 to account for color variation between different camera models, as well as nonideal lighting conditions. Despite drastically increasing the threshold limits, relying on standards makes color filtering more robust over a wider range of cameras, compression techniques, and lighting conditions. Other work performed in this field is specifically tailored toward a certain configuration by using empirically derived thresholds that (in most cases) do not overlap with the color standards set forth by the BSI and the ITE-which makes it problematic to use the algorithm on a different camera platform.
Relaxed thresholds are used during this step to avoid eliminating critical information. Although the use of soft thresholds produces a large number of false positives during the detection step, this information can be filtered out during subsequent stages of the algorithm. Potential traffic lights are validated by voting on the most likely candidate.
In order to speed up the computation time, the light color is not determined at this point of the algorithm. Regions that fall within the specified soft thresholds are used regardless of their colors and are labeled "potential matches."
Although some newer LED lights may be modulated (through the use of pulsewidth modulation to reduce the duty cycle of the LEDs or ac power) and produce a faint flickering effect, this does not affect the detection of light candidates (as only the UV color plane is considered).
Morphological Operations: In order to "clean up" the image after the soft filtering step, mathematical morphology operations are applied for noise elimination. In particular, the binary image is closed using a disk structuring element (SE) with a diameter of 15 pixels, given in the following [35] :
where the set A represents the original binary image, whereas B represents the disk SE. Following the closing operation, any remaining holes within the resulting shape that are smaller than the disk SE are filled, and the outside contours of the shape are smoothed. Fig. 6 illustrates the morphological operations on an actual image of a traffic light. As is evident, a potentially undetectable (due to the thresholds) region is recovered.
After the mathematical morphology operations are run on each individual "blob" that matched the relaxed thresholds, its properties are stored in a data structure shown (along with the amount of required storage) in Table V . Accurate Color Detection: Once all of the detected blobs have been stored, each blob is analyzed, and a color is assigned to the blob through the ColorLabel variable. A 10-bin histogram of the V channel is generated for each blob, using the Y UV colors of the pixels stored in PixelList. If the bin containing the largest number of pixels falls in the region of the V channel greater than 0.5, the color of the blob is reported as "red." If the largest bin falls into the region where the V channel is less than 0.5, "green" color is returned (based on the color distributions given in Fig. 3 ). Sample histograms for red and green signal colors are given in Fig. 7 .
Due to their relative closeness on the UV colorplane, amber/ yellow and red traffic control signal colors cannot be reliably differentiated in all conditions. If a red/amber/yellow light is detected, the PixelList values of the light in question are converted to the HSV colorspace.
For most hardware, conversion from Y UV to HSV is a computationally expensive operation; therefore, only a subset of the entire image is converted (pixel values contained in PixelList). Since HSV represents each color pixel as hue, saturation, and value components, the difference between red and amber/yellow becomes much stronger after conversion. Fig. 8 shows detection limits for red and amber/yellow.
Similar to red-green detection, a ten-bin H-channel histogram is generated based on the pixels in PixelList. If the After the color of the blob is reliably determined, it is stored into the ColorLabel field of the blob data structure. Blobs that fail to be classified as one of the possible colors are discarded, freeing the allocated memory.
B. Light Assertion and Filtering
Defective and Nonstandard Lights: The initial version of the algorithm used the circular Hough transform (CHT) [36] - [38] to detect and filter blobs based on the light shape. Although this was a robust approach commonly used in many iristracking and cell-detection (biochemistry) applications, even the simplest CHT algorithm took over 4 s to execute on a single frame using powerful multipurpose hardware-nowhere near the required speed for real-time operations. In addition, many of the newer LED lights are prone to failures illustrated in Fig. 10 , where part or most of the TCSH light fixture has diminished or no light output. For geographical locations with snow or ice storms, the LED lights pose a different challenge: their extreme efficiency and low heat output fail to melt the ice and show buildup; weather-related TCSH occlusions illustrated in Fig. 10 (f) (right) are common.
In addition, the erroneous installation of high-visibility signal (HVS) lights with programmable 3M Fresnel lenses [see Fig. 11 (a)] can result in noncircular lights being detected. The 3M HVS traffic signal lights are designed to prevent other lanes (or traffic at an intersection ahead of the HVS traffic lights) from observing neighboring or far away lights through the use of special diffusing optics [39] . These types of TCSH fixtures were manufactured and installed by 3M from 1969 to their phase out due to low demand and high cost in 2007 (still manufactured by McCain Traffic Solutions).
Eccentricity and Orientation-Based Filtering and Assertion: One of the data entries stored with each blob is its eccentricity value (see Table V ). This value greatly speeds up computation by providing a way to quickly validate whether a light is circular. Circular lights that fall into the appropriate color and threshold limits are saved as "valid" lights, whereas other types of lights are differentiated as possible "invalid lights," "defective/occluded lights," and "arrows."
Relative orientation: Relative orientation of a blob determines the rotation of a particular elliptical shape with respect to the major axis (in this case, the horizon), as illustrated in Fig. 12(a) . The relative orientation of each blob is calculated when the blob data structure is first created, and it serves as the first filtering step that separates valid traffic signal lights from those that need further checks or that are invalid. An algorithm for the filtering mechanisms used is given in the flowchart in Fig. 15 .
Detected blobs that fall outside of the given set of parameters, given in Fig. 15 , are automatically discarded. This step ensures that only horizontally and vertically oriented light blobs remain (depending on the eccentricity values, denoting either circular lights; defective, weather-obstructed, or incorrectly installed HVS lights; or forward-or sideways-facing arrow signals). Vertical blobs have an additional check that filters out interfering traffic lights not facing the current traffic direction. This scenario is illustrated in Fig. 11 and is quite common with traffic intersections positioned at less than 90
• from each other. Eccentricity: Eccentricity is the ratio of the length between the two foci (in an elliptical shape), as illustrated in Fig. 12(a) , to the length of the major axis. Hence, a perfect circle would have an eccentricity value of "0" (the distance between the two foci being zero), and a line segment would have = 1. This information is also calculated when the data structure for the blob is initialized. Sample eccentricity values and blob shapes are given in Fig. 13 .
Valid traffic signal lights have 0 ≤ ≤ 0.25, and "valid arrow" signals are considered to have 0.75 ≤ ≤ 1. Based on the relative orientation, detected light blobs that fall into the 0.25 < < 0.75 range are either discarded or tested further. Since vertically oriented blobs that fall into the latter eccentricity range can represent interfering lights, as illustrated in Fig. 11(b) , they are discarded. Horizontally oriented light blobs with eccentricity in the range of 0.25 < < 0.75 are kept, as they can denote defective or fading LED signal panels and weather obstructions (see Fig. 10 ), or improperly installed HVS [see Fig. 11(a) ].
Size ratio: Final candidates that have passed the relative orientation and eccentricity filtering steps are validated by their vertical-to-horizontal size ratio, given in Fig. 12(b) . After creating a database of over 500 traffic light shapes from captured video, it became apparent that defective lights (however rare) never exceed a 1 : 5 vertical : horizontal ratio (otherwise, they are not visible even to a regular driver, much less a computer-vision-based device). Hence, lights that have a horizontal relative orientation, are in the eccentricity range of 0.25 < < 0.75, and do not exceed the empirically determined vertical:horizontal ratio of 1 : 5 are asserted as valid. All other detected light candidates are discarded at this point, and the allocated memory is freed. Experimental data for single-light intersections that led to the decision of using the "1 : 5" size ratio are given in Fig. 14 .
Detection of Arrow Lights: Although arrow lights can be detected relatively well using the process described in Section III-B2 and illustrated in Fig. 15 , an optional module using template matching can be implemented as well.
Optional centroid-based arrow detection: Marginal arrow detection improvement can be achieved by further testing the known noncircular lights in the region of 0.75 ≤ ≤ 1. Although the performance improvement is somewhat significant (approximately 5% when evaluated on arrow signals), the improvement in the reliability of arrow detection does not warrant the execution time sacrificed when performing this second stage of testing. In addition, the secondary status (arrow signals) is always overridden by the primary status (circular traffic lights), if detected.
The second stage of the algorithm involves evaluating the closeness of the blob centroid to its edge, as shown in Fig. 16 . If the blob centroid is located less than 0.25 of the total blob length (longest dimension) from one of the short sides of the blob, the arrow is facing in the direction closest to the centroid. For example, in Fig. 16(b) , the blob centroid is located closest to the left side of the blob (and < 0.25 of the longest dimension). Optional template matching for arrow detection: Explicit arrow templates for traffic light manufacturers are only defined in the ITE VTCSH standard [40] . The shapes of arrow lights are not defined in the BSI standards, making template matching applicable mostly to the U.S.
The template matching algorithm is based on the sum of squared differences and normalized cross correlation, which makes the algorithm robust and independent of illumination (only texture is considered).
This algorithm is somewhat computationally expensive, at approximately 500 ms per single frame of image data, but it is not detrimental to the overall performance, as it is only invoked when blobs with eccentricity of greater than 0.25 are encountered. Additionally, most non-arrow blobs are filtered prior to template matching. 
C. Lane and Road Edge Detection
In order to increase the reliability of the algorithm, a lightweight lane and road edge detection algorithm is used. The main advantage of the lane detection algorithm discussed here is the combination of traditional edge detection with a modified color edge detection algorithm. Such a system allows the recognition of faded lane markers and road edges due to the change in color associated with different surface materials and lane marker colors.
In varying light conditions, the lane markings and road edges cannot be consistently detected, which may negatively impact the performance of the algorithm as a whole. Lowering the threshold of edge detection may produce some undesirable detected regions (i.e., shadows on the road) and is therefore not a preferred option, if the goal is to minimize postprocessing operations and reduce the per-frame computation time.
The proposed lane and road edge detection algorithm combines color edge and traditional edge detection in order to avoid lowering the edge detection threshold and makes the algorithm lightweight by eliminating the overhead from unnecessary postprocessing.
A preliminary step in the lane detection process is the detection of edges in the captured image. Since the image is captured in Y UV, the Y-component is used in luminance-based edge detection, whereas the color channels of the Y UV image (U and V) are used for color edge detection. A modified algorithm proposed by Di Zenzo in [41] is used in the color edge detection process and is explained in the following.
Luminance Edge Detection: A number of methods for edge detection were evaluated prior to using the luminance edge detection approach described here (Canny, LoG, Sobel, Roberts, Prewitt, and Zero-cross). Ultimately, a decision was made in favor of using Sobel edge detection, as it is the least computationally expensive method, when compared with our implementations of the different edge detection methods described.
Automatic thresholds (acquired from evaluating the luminance level of the entire image) were used for the comparison in order to ascertain that the edge detection algorithm would perform reliably in all lighting conditions. Setting the thresholds too high or too low may result in an overabundance of edge data or critical edges not being detected, respectively.
A dynamic threshold is applied to the Y channel by building a histogram of Y pixel values and finding the lowest bin bounded by two peaks closest to the center of the histogram. The threshold value changes with the overall luminance value of the image and can be applied to both nighttime and daytime images. As a final step, Sobel edge detection (least computationally expensive method) is run on the image, producing binary edges.
Not all of the lane markings and road edges are detected by the edge detection algorithm. A considerable amount of edge information is lost, which prompts us to combine the output of this stage with the color edge detection discussed in the following.
Color Edge Detection: One of the problems that surface when using regular grayscale images for edge detection is that, even with drastic color differences (i.e., green grass and gray concrete), the grayscale value of these different regions can be identical. As a result, the application of dynamic thresholds causes valuable information to be lost.
Di Zenzo suggested in [41] the use of RGB images and all three of the channels for color gradient detection. In the case of the current algorithm, however, only two of the channels corresponding to the color data (UV) are used. The reason for this modification is to separate the luminance and color edge detection. In addition, RGB image pixels contain color data in all three of the channels, whereas Y UV images contain color data only in the U and V channels. For clarity, U c will be used to denote the U channel, and V c will be used to denote the V channel in the equations that follow.
Initially, a root-mean-square (RMS) approach was tested for computing color gradients, where the gradients in the x-direction across the U (∇ x U c ) and V (∇ x V c ) channels were calculated, as shown in (4). This method is very computationally lightweight due to the use of fixed-point square and square root approximation functions, although it does not provide the desired degree of accuracy (color gradients were undetected in certain obvious scenarios). Thus
which expands to the following equation, with x to x − 1 denoting the gradient in the x-direction:
Di Zenzo's method applies the gradient analogy to color images. In our implementation of the color gradient algorithm, two color channels are used, which provides acceptable results that are independent of the luminance level. The two color components that are used will be denoted by U c (x 1 , x 2 ) and V c (x 1 , x 2 ), where x 1 and x 2 are the first and second points on the x-axis for determining the gradient.
The UV components of the original Y UV capture can be expressed as f (
. Unit vectors representing U and V axes are given by u c and v c , respectively, in (6) . Functions u and v are functions of x 1 and x 2 , respectively. Thus
To obtain the resulting edge magnitudes, the eigenvalues of u and v need to be evaluated. Given the Jacobian matrix A shown in (7), the eigenvalues can be calculated by obtaining a square matrix B in (8) and using the formula in (12) [42] . Note that λ + is the first eigenvalue, whereas λ − represents the second eigenvalue. Equations (7) and (8) are as follows:
where components b 11 , b 12, 21 , and b 22 are defined in (9)- (11), respectively, as
Using the first eigenvalue and the values of b nm components, we can calculate the edge magnitude by taking the square root of the first eigenvalue. Optionally, edge orientations can be also calculated, although this only adds a marginal performance increase, while increasing computational complexity due to the use of the arctan() function.
Color edge detection recovers additional information useful for road edge and lane marker detection and produces the results given in Fig. 17(b) . The combined color and luminance edge detection results are given in Fig. 17(c) , where luminanceonly detected edges are shown in white, whereas binary color edges are shown in gray.
Superimposed Bitmaps: In order to increase the robustness of lane and road edge detection, five consecutive binary bitmaps, similar to those in Fig. 17(c) , are superimposed. These bitmaps correspond to consecutively captured frames of the video stream and encompass a period of time t (ms) = 5/FrameRate. An example capture [starting from the frame in Fig. 17(a) and spanning over five consecutive frames] is shown in Fig. 18(b) . Even at 15 fps, the span of time captured by five consecutive frames is only 330 ms, and this approach is not detrimental to lane detection while switching lanes or turning.
Lane and Road Edge Detection: The flowchart for the lane detection algorithm is given in Fig. 19 . In order to detect lane markers and road edges, a linear Hough transform [43] is used on the combined image from luminance-and color-based edge detection [see Fig. 17(c) ]. The Hough-based approach is lightweight and uses a fast robust postdetection voting mechanism that is able to identify most likely candidates for left and right road edges or lane markers.
An illustration of the line representation used in our method is shown in Fig. 20 (a) using two sample angle measures. The red lines represent the Hough lines extracted from the edge detection binary image, and the green lines represent the distance from the origin to the line ρ.
Candidate filtering: Once all of the likely Hough line candidates have been generated, a postdetection filtering and voting process is performed on the data. In particular, all of the Hough line candidates that fall outside of the shaded regions in Fig. 20(b) are discarded. Since the lane markings for a mobile ITS vehicle application will always be viewed in perspective, it is reasonable to assume that the lane markings will always be distorted toward the vanishing point of the image. To prevent the detection of flat surfaces (such as intersecting roadways or telephone/light poles), any degree measure ±10
• of a horizontal or a vertical plane is ignored. In order to reduce the computation time, the Hough space is generated slightly differently: instead of considering all degree measures between −90
• and 90
• , only relevant angles are considered. Two separate Hough spaces are generated, based on the degree measures described in the next section. • and 10
• are grouped into the Left lane marker category, whereas those angles that fall into the 10
• to −90 • range are grouped into the Right category.
A histogram with a 5
• step is created for both the Left and Right categories spanning 80
• ranges, respectively. The tallest bin in each category represents the most common angle orientation, which translates to an angle measure for the strongest Hough line. Each bin represents an angle measure that is centered at half the bin size (i.e., 77.5
• for the 80 ≥ θ > 75 • bin). For accuracy reasons, this process only occurs when at least two candidates are detected for each lane or road edge.
Integration of new data: In order to exclude erroneous data, new measurements are gradually integrated into the system using the formula β = 0.30α + 0.70β (13) where α represents the new measurements, and β denotes the existing measurements. This allows the algorithm to compensate for sudden lane detection changes due to turning or changing lanes (or erroneously detected lane markers or road edges). In addition, to minimize the per-frame computation time, detection only occurs once every 10 s (a frame equivalent, depending on the frame rate of the system).
Approaches to failed lane detection scenarios:
In some situations, lanes or road edges cannot be reliably resolved. If this is the case, the system acts as follows.
• If lanes have been successfully detected in the previous frame(s), the old detection results are used. The output of the system at time t (present) is substituted with a previous successful detection at time t − 1. Since the camera position remains stationary after initial installation, it is safe to make this assumption.
• If lanes have not yet been detected successfully (i.e., the system was just initialized and there are no successful detection results stored in memory), the output of the system consists of a "default" set of lanes, which place the vanishing point at the center of the frame. Since the default camera installation is forward facing, it is reasonable to make the assumption that the vanishing point of the detected lanes will be located at approximately the center of the frame. Once a successful detection is made, the new data are used.
D. Final TCSH Voting and Detection
After the filtering process is complete, the algorithm generates "Primary Status" (1S) and (if applicable) "Secondary Status" (2S) for each of the traffic lights. Arrows are classified as 2S, which is only generated when 1S is not reported (i.e., intersection or lane contains only arrow and no circular lights). For safety reasons, 2S is always overridden when 1S exists (i.e., if the intersection or lane in question contains both circular and arrow lights, only the main light state is reported with the assumption that, based on the information provided, the colorblind user can make an informed decision with regard to the status of the arrow light). The reporting information is given in the flowchart in Fig. 15 .
In order to determine which light governs the behavior of traffic, a voting algorithm is implemented that determines-in the case of multiple traffic light detection-the applicability of each individual light to current traffic. The algorithm described in the following sections is mainly applicable to U.S. traffic standards (light above an intersection or individual lanes). In order to use this device outside of the U.S., the algorithm would need a slight modification.
Lane-Detection-Based Voting: A large part of the voting algorithm relies on reliable lane detection, discussed in the previous section. In the U.S., an overwhelming majority of lights are positioned above the intersection (and are sometimes doubled on the side, as can be seen in newer standardscompliant intersections, which implement optional features). Based on this fact, a reasonable assumption can be made that the majority of the lights will be located above the lanes that are governed by the traffic light in question. If only a single TCSH fixture is installed, the behavior of all of the lanes is governed by this single TCSH.
In order to reliably resolve situations such as the one illustrated in Fig. 21 (where there are visible and detected lights in both the foreground and the background), the vertical and horizontal locations of the lights factor into an "unfaithfulness vote" value.
An "unfaithfulness vote" is assigned to each valid traffic light (blobs that have passed all of the required tests up to this point), which is calculated using the formula in (14) , since size is not a reliable metric and is prone to failure in some cases (i.e., lights that are partially occluded), i.e., A = 0.30α + 0.70β (14) where α represents the distance from the detected horizontal center of the road (based on the lane detection algorithm), and β represents the distance from the top of the frame (for the U.S.) and the distance from either the left or the right side, whichever is closest to the traffic light in question for the EU and other non-U.S. countries, as illustrated in Fig. 22 . The lights with the lowest vote value are considered to be the most trustworthy. This type of scenario is particularly dangerous if HVS lights are not installed at an intersection with two consecutive sets of lights that are out of synchronization. In this type of scenario, the lights in the foreground may be red; however, the background lights are displaying green (see Fig. 21 ). Without a careful weighting approach, the first set of red lights may be ignored in favor of the green lights in the background.
The generated vote is stored into each blob as a 4-B entry, as shown in Table V . Blobs are then sorted by status (1S or 2S, based on whether the blob represents a circular light or an arrow, respectively), and a single blob is selected for each status.
If 1S exists (a known-good circular light is present), then 2S is ignored. If 1S is NULL (no circular light is detected), then 2S takes precedence.
Once a valid traffic light for the intersection is found, it is tracked until it leaves the field of view using a linear Kalman filter (LKF). The LKF can reliably track and predict the future position of the light at time t + 1, preventing the loss of lights due to inconsistent detection from frame to frame (i.e., momentary occlusion of the vehicle's field of view). It is updated with actual measurements when they become available.
The centroid [x, y] of each valid traffic light is tracked. States of the LKF are the x and y positions, (pos x , pos y ), as well as the velocity (v x , v y ).
A Kalman filter tracker for the light gets initialized arbitrarily when the light appears above the road surface (the horizon line, as determined by the lane detection algorithm) and destroyed when the light reaches the outside perimeter of the frame. The information contained in a Kalman filter tracker is given in Table VI .
The Kalman filter tracks each of the trackers until the RemovalFlag is set to "1," after which the tracker is discarded and the allocated memory is freed. The RemovalFlag is set to 1 under two conditions:
1) when the traffic light cannot be reliably tracked for a frame rate equivalent of two consecutive seconds;
2) traffic light reaches one of the tracker destruction zones at the perimeter of the frame.
Since the traffic lights are tracked, the current light status of the tracked light is also kept in memory (red, amber/yellow, or green). Using this information, it is possible to predict (and monitor for) the next color of the light in the sequence. This approach dramatically reduces the number of errors from incorrect color detection, in addition to serving as the final filtering step of the algorithm. The light sequences are only monitored for 1S (circular lights) to lessen the complexity of the algorithm; the complete set of light sequences for both the U.S. and EU traffic lights is given in Fig. 23 .
For safety reasons, if at any time the light sequence deviates from the patterns defined in Fig. 23 , the system sounds an error tone to alert the user, and the detected light status turns red (i.e., when emergency vehicles use MIRT devices to alter the light sequence).
E. Audio Signal Output for Individuals with CVD
This system can be integrated with a wide variety of alert signal mechanisms (i.e., haptic, audio, and visual), as the system simply outputs the necessary flags, which can be then transmitted over a trivial serial connection to the corresponding alert device. In order to demonstrate this capability, a set of three tones is used to alert CVD users to the color of the traffic light. Each tone is an "A" note, spread over three consecutive octaves. Subjective response testing of various tone sequences with a number of human test subjects indicated that similar tones that were repeated over several octaves to denote different things were preferred and perceived by the human subject more easily, rather than disparate tones.
Raising the octave of the tone doubles its frequency. Therefore, the tones used were A third octave (220 Hz) for representing the green traffic light color, A4 (440 Hz) for amber/yellow, and A5 (880 Hz) for red. By surveying subjects after playback of tones and corresponding videos, it was determined that higher pitched sounds elicited an "alert" response, from which it was decided to use the higher pitched alert sound to indicate the red traffic light color.
In order to achieve high effectiveness of signals, while maintaining the least intrusive behavior, the algorithm uses three alert signal patterns for conveying information to the user. If the vehicle is in motion and is approaching a red traffic light, a continuous 880-Hz tone is sounded until the vehicle comes to a complete stop (this information is extracted by tracking and evaluating the position of the traffic light across a number of frames). Once the vehicle is stopped, three short 880-Hz tones are sounded, after which the algorithm does not produce any tones (unless the vehicle starts moving again and the status of the traffic light has not yet changed). This behavior is reversed for the green traffic light signal (a 220-Hz tone is sounded when the vehicle is stationary, and three short 220-Hz tones are sounded after motion is detected). Continuous short beeps are sounded when the algorithm detects amber/yellow/"shift," since the cycle time of this color is relatively low (typically 2-4 s for most locales). 
F. Algorithm Optimization
In order to optimize the algorithm for embedded platforms, all of the operations are performed in fixed point. Although a number of libraries are available for performing simple operations (such as taking the square root or simple morphological operations on an image), all of the functions were written from scratch.
IV. RESULTS AND ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
Over 50 h of live driving video was analyzed by the algorithm, collected from both city and highway driving in Syracuse NY, Rochester NY, Burlington VT, and Astana (Kazakhstan). Each scenario occurred in a variety of lighting conditions (i.e., sunny, cloudy, dusk, dawn, and night). The aggregate results are reported in Table VII . The weighted mean execution time per frame is 275 ms.
The ratio of normal lights to arrows and defective lights was significantly higher. In addition, as the algorithm is designed to override the secondary status (an arrow) with the primary status of the light (a normal circular light), many of the arrows are not taken into account. Based on the design of the algorithm, it errs on the side of caution when processing defective traffic lights or incorrectly installed HVS. Hence, if a light color cannot be resolved with a high degree of confidence or if the algorithm detects and tracks erratic out-of-sequence traffic lights, the algorithm would signal a "red" light to the user. This algorithm can reliably detect, categorize, and track traffic lights up to 400 ft away using a camera capable of capturing 640 × 480 video frames (since a monocular camera is used, the performance of this system is directly tied to the size of the captured frame).
A. Illustrative Examples
In addition to audio feedback, the system provides visual heads-up-display-style indication of the traffic light status (as well as execution time, lane detection results, and the location of the dynamic horizon line). An example demonstrating the detection and tracking of the traffic lights is given in Fig. 24 .
V. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
Table VIII provides a breakdown of the surveyed stateof-the-art traffic light detection algorithms and a qualitative comparison of these algorithms with the proposed system.
The main points of difference between the current algorithm and those surveyed are as follows.
• Fully compliant standards-based (ITS and BSI) color limits: None of the surveyed algorithms incorporated the color information from ITS or BSI standards. All of the existing research used empirically derived thresholds. Many of the algorithms used the RGB colorspace, which is not as accurate for color threshold specification. • Detection of arrows.
• Detection of defective, non-standard lights, or incorrectly installed HVS: Most of the algorithms focused on ideal scenarios, where only circular (or arrow) lights were considered. In reality, there are many variations of the light shape due to lens darkening when using incandescent light bulbs, LED fading and failure, etc.
• No requirement for a GPS system: A number of the surveyed algorithms were unable to use the image sensor alone for robust detection of traffic light signals. These systems were reliant on GPS and map data (or a layout of the driving course based on an earlier predrive, see below) for knowledge of intersections with possible traffic signals. Reliance on GPS greatly reduces the generality of the system and makes it susceptible to failure from infrastructure changes.
• No requirement for predriving the course: Some of the evaluated algorithms required that the driving course be "predriven" and the information about the location of traffic signals be determined manually.
• Tracking of detected traffic lights: The robustness of the proposed system is greatly increased by incorporating temporal information on the status of the lights by tracking the detected traffic signal lights.
• Context-aware detection and next-state prediction: As an added fail safe, the current algorithm keeps track of the traffic signal light status. If there are unexpected or abrupt changes, the system alerts the user and advises them to proceed with caution.
• Fixed-point operations for increased efficiency: The current algorithm is implemented entirely in fixed point. Unlike all of the surveyed algorithms, which required very powerful hardware to run, this algorithm can be easily ported to an embedded smart camera without loss of performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a robust and computationally efficient method for detecting the status of the traffic lights from visual information only (versus relying on traffic light localization via GPS, radar, lidar, or map-based prior knowledge). We believe that this is the first work to use official ITE (U.S.) and BSI (EU) traffic light standards to define strict color thresholds for traffic light detection, as well as the first to approach the problem from the standpoint of multiple lightweight agents that are used to decompose a scene, each one integrating fail-safe mechanisms designed to prevent erroneous detection.
The presented system can be easily ported over for use on a low-power embedded smart camera as a stand-alone windshield-mounted driver-assistance device for individuals with CVD. This system was tested with over 50 h of real video (over 2000 intersections), containing 1-4 traffic lights each, governing different lanes of traffic, and achieving 97.5% solid light detection accuracy. Unlike other systems, the proposed system is able to detect faulty, arrow, and HVS lights. Traffic light status can be reliably detected at 400 ft away from an intersection.
